
WISEdata Release Notes: 8/27/19 
 

Title Description/Comments 

WDP: Info icons now appear for Data Quality 

page metrics 

You can now see explanations of each metric 

on the Data Quality page by clicking on the 

new info icon ( ) next to the metric’s 

name. 

WDP: Update to Validation Message export Validation Message exports now have a 

unique section code for validations related to 

Student Sections. 

WDP: Update to CTE export CTE participants and CTE concentrators are 

now split into separate exports so that it’s 

easier to view data on each separate group. 

WDP: Updated logic for rule 6474 Validation rule 6474’s logic field now 

correctly states that it runs for all students 

with a primary enrollment at the school. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Long text for validation 

messages now appears 

Previously, we had an issue that caused the 

long text not to appear for validation 

messages. This issue is fixed. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rules 6643, 6770, and 6749 

now run correctly 

Previously, validation rules 6643, 6770, and 

6749 had logic errors that could cause them 

to incorrectly identify records. This issue is 

fixed and these rules now identify records 

correctly. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rules 6915 and 6791 now 

throw for the correct categories of students  

Validation rules 6915 and 6791 now 

appropriately throw only for students in 

grades 9-12 with a primary enrollment in the 

school that submitted SCTEPA for that school 

year. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rules 6794 and 6795 now 

include non-Carl Perkins districts 

Previously, validation rules 6794 and 6795 

incorrectly excluded non-Carl Perkins 

districts. This is now fixed. 



WDP: Bug Fix--Rule 6789 now throws 

correctly 

Previously, validation rule 6789 didn’t 

correctly identify program references missing 

Career Education data. This issue is fixed. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rule 6647 now appears 

correctly 

Previously, validation error 6647 didn’t 

appear in the Student Details section as 

expected. This issue is fixed. 

 


